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Inhaled Iloprost Versus Epoprostenol in Heart Transplant Recipients
by T Miko Enomoto, Miriam M Treggiari, N David Yanez, and Matthias J Merkel—Portland, Oregon

ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Bench Assessment of the Effect of a Collapsible Tube on the Efficiency of a Mechanical Insufflation-Exsufflation Device
by Romain Lachal, Claude Guérin—Lyon, France
Bruno Louis—Paris, France
and Fabien Subtil—Villeurbanne, France

Short-Term Appraisal of the Effects and Safety of Manual Versus Ventilator Hyperinflation in an Animal Model of Severe Pneumonia
by Gianluigi Li Bassi, Joan Daniel Martí, Eli Aguiler-Xiol, Montserrat Rigol, Silvia Terranen, Francesca De Rosa, Mariano Rinaudo, Lai’a Fernandez-Barat, Miguel Ferrer, Antoni Torres—Barcelona, Spain
Talitha Comara—Santa Maria, Brazil
George Ntoumenopoulos—Sydney, Australia
Andrea Meli, and Davide Chiumello—Milan, Italy

Validation and Reliability of a New Tool to Evaluate Impaired Airway Clearance in Hospitalized Pediatric Subjects With Respiratory Distress
by Brittany J Shutes, Laura R Evans, Melissa D Moore-Clingenpeel, and Todd J Karsies—Columbus, Ohio

Persistent Adherence to Airway Clearance Therapy in Adults With Cystic Fibrosis
by Allen C Sherman, Stephanie Simonton-Atchley, Dianne Campbell, Raghu M Reddy, Catherine E O’Brien, Bethany Guinee, Laura D Wagner, and Paula J Anderson—Little Rock, Arkansas

Comparison of Forced and Slow Vital Capacity Maneuvers in Defining Airway Obstruction
by Nikhil A Huprikar, Tyson J Sjulin, Asmita V Karandikar, Valerie G Bedsole, James K Aden, Michael J Morris—Fort Sam Houston, Texas
and Andrew J Skabelund—Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

Effect of Face Mask Design and Bias Flow on Rebreathing During Noninvasive Ventilation
by Davide Signori, Giacomo Bellani, Serena Calcinati, Alice Grassi, Giuseppe Foti—Monza, Italy
and Nicolò Patroniti—Genoa, Italy

Pediatric Respiratory Therapists Lack a Standard Mental Model for Managing the Patient Who Is Difficult to Ventilate: A Video Review
by Julianne S Perretta, Cheryl Salamone, Daenna King, Stacey Mann, Jordan Duval-Arnould, and Elizabeth A Hunt—Baltimore, Maryland

Humidification in Very-High-Flow Nasal-Cannula Therapy in an Adult Lung Model
by Yusuke Chikata, Ketsuke Morinishi, and Masaji Nishimura—Tokushima, Japan

Acute Effects of Oscillatory PEP and Thoracic Compression on Secretion Removal and Impedance of the Respiratory System in Non–Cystic Fibrosis Bronchiectasis
by Letícia Helena de Souza Simoni, Daniele Oliveira dos Santos, Hugo Celso Dutra de Souza, José Antonio Baddini-Martinez, Marcel Koenigkam Santos, and Ada Clarice Gastaldi—Ribeirão Preto, Brazil

Relationship of Cough Strength to Respiratory Function, Physical Performance, and Physical Activity in Older Adults
by Hideo Kaneko, Akari Suzuki—Fukuoka, Japan
and Jun Horie—Kyoto, Japan
Resistance Training With Elastic Tubing Improves Muscle Strength, Exercise Capacity, and Post-Exercise Creatine Kinase Clearance in Subjects With COPD
by Bruna SA Silva, Dionei Ramos, Iara B Trevisan, Giovanna A Arévalo, Ana Paula CF Freire, Marceli R Leite, Fabiano F de Lima, Luis A Gobbo, Ercy MC Ramos—São Paulo, Brazil and Carlos A Camillo—Paraná, Brazil

NARRATIVE REVIEW
Assessing the Clinical Competence of Health Care Professionals Who Perform Airway Suctioning in Adults
by Erin K Miller, Lindsay G Beavers, Brenda Mori, Heather Colquhoun, Tracey JF Colella, and Dina Brooks—Ontario, Canada

2018 YEAR IN REVIEW
Pediatric Mechanical Ventilation
by Craig D Smallwood—Boston, Massachusetts and Michael D Davis—Richmond, Virginia

EDITORIALS
Expanding the Use of Inhaled Vasodilators in Managing Right Ventricular Dysfunction in the Emergency and Critical Care Setting: Should We Broaden Our Vision?
by Richard H Kallet—McClellan Park, California

Larynx: The Complex Gateway to the Lungs
by Tiina M Andersen, Thomas Halvorsen, Ove Fondenes, John-Helge Heimdal, Ola D Røksund, Maria Vollsæter, Tiina M Andersen, Thomas Halvorsen, John-Helge Heimdal, Maria Vollsæter, and Ola D Røksund—Bergen, Norway

Manual Hyperinflation: Is It Effective?
by Mauro R Tucci, Maria AM Nakamura, Nadja C Carvalho—São Paulo, Brazil and Marcia S Volpe—Santos, Brazil